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• Message at this workshop: 

• Theory+Experiment+Accelerator: For long-term success of the energy 
frontier, multi-TeV µC is a path that is uniquely: 

• Powerful / Sensitive to important physics goals 

• Cost, energy, space efficient 

• So what needs to happen today to make this happen in the decades to come

Phys Rev D 103, 075004 (2021)

You had me at “5σ reach for wino 
and higgsino thermal targets”

https://journals.aps.org/prd/pdf/10.1103/PhysRevD.103.075004
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Theory space µC signature space

Detector 
Requirements/Abilities

Detection 
Technologies

Machine

LAST WEEK

THIS WEEK

THIS TALK

Theory guides us towards 
experimental signatures

Define detector abilities needed to 
resolve these signatures. (But new 
capabilities can spark new signature 
emphasis.)

Map to space of known/promising detection technologies. 
(But new technologies can enable new measurement capabilities)
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Over-optimization can hurt future flexibility. In retrospect, 
would have designed LHC experiments differently… 

Be inclusive of more signatures 
than we can come up with.

Quick aside: When defining 
detector requirements, be 

more signature-inclusive. 

E.g. the now-bloomed LHC Long-Lived 
Particle program stretches capability of 

LHC detectors designed decades ago.

[JPPNP 3695 (2019)] - LL, C. Ohm, A. Soffer, T. Yu

https://arxiv.org/abs/1810.12602
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What are the major considerations 
when designing this experiment? 

What are the guiding principles and 
major hurdles?
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• Energy Scale 

• @ a 10 TeV µC, typical hard scatter at 10 TeV scale! 

• Multi-TeV objects will be the norm which will affect how to design the detector 
 

(Similar problems will plague all facilities 
w/ multi-TeV-scale hard scatters)
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Decays happening well into tracker! 
A lot more precision silicon 

tracking required. 

(“B-layer” not enough. 
Need “B-detectors”!) 

“Exotic” signatures will become 
Bread and Butter

CMS Run 1 Pixels

CMS Run 2 Pixels

2.9 cm

6.8 cm

10.9 cm

16 cm

Average 1 TeV 
B-Hadron Decay 
Length

• Energy Scale 

• @ a 10 TeV µC, typical hard scatter at 10 TeV scale! 

• Multi-TeV objects will be the norm which will affect how to design the detector 
 

To give a taste: Remember at 1 TeV, a B-hadron 
travels 10 cm into the detector



Thesis - E Ritsch
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Thesis - E Ritsch

~11 
Interaction 
Lengths

10 TeV µC P-T 
probability 
problem

• Energy Scale 

• @ a 10 TeV µC, typical hard scatter at 10 TeV scale! 

• Multi-TeV objects will be the norm which will affect how to design the detector 
 

To give a taste: Need more interaction lengths to contain very 
energetic calorimeter showers
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• Beam Induced Backgrounds (BIB) 

• µ’s decay → significant energy in detector not produced in 
the collision 

• Have experience with BIB from LHC, but… this is different…

• Energy Scale 

• @ a 10 TeV µC, typical hard scatter at 10 TeV scale! 

• Multi-TeV objects will be the norm which will affect how to design the detector 
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Fig. 2: The top picture shows the tracks of secondary particles for a few µ
� decays arriving from the

right, while in the middle picture neutrons are excluded. The bottom plot illustrates the tracks in the case
of a single µ

� decay in the proximity of the IP. Different particle types are separated by colour: photons
(red), neutrons (blue), e� (black), e+ (yellow).
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IMCC - [2203.07964] A pretty messy environment at a µC 

Detector elements close to the 
beam face large backgrounds! 

Identifiable with out-of-time and 
non-projective nature

Interaction 
Point

• Beam Induced Backgrounds (BIB) 

• µ’s decay → significant energy in detector not produced in 
the collision 

• Have experience with BIB from LHC, but… this is different…

https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07964
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Interesting feature T. 
Holmes pointed out  

@ Dec FNAL workshop

Increased beam energy dilates decay time 
→ # of muon decays suppressed by 1/ɣ 

But more beam energy 
→ Muon decay products more energetic by ɣ 

To leading order (and not by accident!), 

Incident BIB energy per unit luminosity 
doesn’t depend on beam energy

:

• Beam Induced Backgrounds (BIB)

Full FLUKA studies support this! BIB 
levels have weak dependence on beam 
energy because of competing effects. 

But at higher energies, BIB more localized — 
More on this later…[IMCC, Submitted to EPJC]

No dramatic change!

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/56615/timetable/#13-detector-needs-from-first-p
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• Attacking these problems 

• … with overall detector design 

• … with new detection technologies 

• … with electronics / DAQ design
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• Beam Induced Backgrounds (BIB) 

• Very sensitive to MDI design. Need holistic design! 

• To leading order, primary answer is shield your detector 

• Uniquely difficult for µC! 

• Energy Scale 

• To leading order, detector sizes need to grow as energy does 

• (Can try to be smarter, but this will be the dominant effect) 

• Need bigger calorimeters / bigger trackers with high precision in more places 

• Common to all possible futures of the energy frontier
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• Enormous number of particles in detector region from decaying 
muons and their byproducts 

• Forward region covered by coated tungsten conical nozzles to shield 

• Several iterations on materials/shapes/size 

• Reduces BIB in detector by many orders of magnitude 

• Interactions with nozzle → Bleed secondary energy into the detector. 

• Nozzle turns highly localized incident energy into diffuse 
detector energy

N O Z Z L E S
200-day 1-MeV-neq Fluence - √s=1.5 TeV, MARS15+FLUKA

Figure 11. Comparison of number and energy spectra of the BIB: with nozzles (Y) in solid red line and
without nozzles (N) in dotted black line.

that would produce the same damage. FLUKA provides the capability to score by online convolution
of particle fluences with conversion tables.

Figure 12. 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence in the detector region, normalized to one year of operation

The map of 1-MeV-neq in the region internal to the yoke is shown in Fig. 12. It has been
obtained, assuming symmetry between the positive and negative ` beams, by reflecting the values
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Fluence plot integrated over 
year… 

But fluence is still diffuse per 
event because of the nozzles 

Nozzles change 
character of BIB s.t. it 

can be rejected through 
measurement

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.09116
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• Heard lots yesterday about MDI 

• Nozzle design shown here made for sub-TeV beams 

• For 5 TeV beams (which we’re starting to eye), need 
reoptimization/improvements! 

• More collimated BIB → Smaller nozzle angle? → Increased detector 
acceptance? 

• New approaches needed for the 22nd century’s PeV µC?

N O Z Z L E S

Figure 11. Comparison of number and energy spectra of the BIB: with nozzles (Y) in solid red line and
without nozzles (N) in dotted black line.

that would produce the same damage. FLUKA provides the capability to score by online convolution
of particle fluences with conversion tables.

Figure 12. 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence in the detector region, normalized to one year of operation

The map of 1-MeV-neq in the region internal to the yoke is shown in Fig. 12. It has been
obtained, assuming symmetry between the positive and negative ` beams, by reflecting the values
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B E A M  I N D U C E D  B A C K G R O U N D S

BIB⨉0.03

Collision 
Hits

GEANT Hits in Vertex Detector• Despite the nozzles… 

• BIB makes the physics more difficult! 

• Sensors near the beam get filled with 
energy depositions 

• Need to build detectors that are 
sensitive enough to tell the difference 
between post-nozzle BIB and signal

200-day 1-MeV-neq Fluence - √s=1.5 TeV, MARS15+FLUKA

Figure 11. Comparison of number and energy spectra of the BIB: with nozzles (Y) in solid red line and
without nozzles (N) in dotted black line.
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Figure 12. 1 MeV neutron equivalent fluence in the detector region, normalized to one year of operation

The map of 1-MeV-neq in the region internal to the yoke is shown in Fig. 12. It has been
obtained, assuming symmetry between the positive and negative ` beams, by reflecting the values

– 12 –

https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.09116
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• Attacking these problems 

• … with overall detector design 

• … with new detection technologies 

• … with electronics / DAQ design
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• BIB ~in time and long tails 

• Shorter path length → in-time BIB  
arrives earlier than collision particles  

• High precision timing 
measurements necessary to get 
physics out of a muon collider

t = 0

t ≈ texp

t < texp

Ally, Carpenter, Holmes, LL, Wagenknecht - [2203.06773]

[IMCC, Submitted to EPJC]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.06773.pdf
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• Broad timing cuts @ [-1, 15] ns 

• Greatly reduces BIB effects by orders of 
magnitude 

• Especially low energy, diffuse contributions 

• But large contributions remain!

Coarse timing info helps a 
lot, but not enough

[IMCC, Submitted to EPJC]
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E . G .  T R A C K E R
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• Closest to the beam — most 
affected by BIB 

• BIB hits plague readout and offline 
tracking algorithms 

• Build trackers with more 
information to reject BIB hits on-/
off-detector 

• Instead of a point in 3-space: 

• Space-time point with 
precision timing 

• Or point in phase space with 
modest pointing/momentum 
information

Need to build a detector that 
can do this in an affordable 

and sustainable way

200-day 1-MeV-neq Fluence - √s=1.5 TeV, MARS15+FLUKA

Figure 11. Comparison of number and energy spectra of the BIB: with nozzles (Y) in solid red line and
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2105.09116
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• Below 1 ns, ∃ structure to exploit! 

• Classic BIB-“fish” shape 

• Detector must resolve time-of-
flight to reduce BIB 
contributions 

• Beam spread sets best-case 
timing resolution scale of 
O(10) ps

T R A C K E R  B I B  S U B - N S  S T R U C T U R E

tΔ = t − texp(β = 1)

Ally, Carpenter, Holmes, LL, Wagenknecht - [2203.06773]

Width dominated by 
beam spot size

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.06773.pdf
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• BIB is also non-projective 

• Per-layer pointing information can 
be helpful in rejecting BIB 

• Spread (and LLPs) prevent cutting 
too hard at hit level, but can benefit 
from more resolution post-vertexing 

A N G U L A R  I N F O R M AT I O N

θΔ = θ − θexp(From IP)

Ally, Carpenter, Holmes, LL, Wagenknecht - [2203.06773]

Width dominated by 
beam spot size

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.06773.pdf
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A S S U M E D  D E T E C T O R
Table 2: Boundary dimensions of individual subsystems of the Muon Collider Detector concept as de-
fined in the geometry MuColl_v1.

Subsystem Region R dimensions [cm] |Z| dimensions [cm] Material
Vertex Detector Barrel 3.0� 10.4 65.0 Si

Endcap 2.5� 11.2 8.0� 28.2 Si
Inner Tracker Barrel 12.7� 55.4 48.2� 69.2 Si

Endcap 40.5� 55.5 52.4� 219.0 Si
Outer Tracker Barrel 81.9� 148.6 124.9 Si

Endcap 61.8� 143.0 131.0� 219.0 Si
ECAL Barrel 150.0� 170.2 221.0 W + Si

Endcap 31.0� 170.0 230.7� 250.9 W + Si
HCAL Barrel 174.0� 333.0 221.0 Fe + PS

Endcap 307.0� 324.6 235.4� 412.9 Fe + PS
Solenoid Barrel 348.3� 429.0 412.9 Al

Muon Detector Barrel 446.1� 645.0 417.9 Fe + RPC
Endcap 57.5� 645.0 417.9� 563.8 Fe + RPC

outside of the Tracking Detector and provide measurements of electromagnetic and hadronic showers
respectively, with fine longitudinal segmentation: 40 layers in ECAL and 60 layers in HCAL. Outside of
the superconducting solenoid is the Muon Detector based on RPC technology with its iron yoke closing
the magnetic field. It is worth noting that accurate timing information from all sub-systems is an essential
component of the detector, as it allows rejecting a large fraction of BIB.

The design of the MuColl_v1 detector is largely based on the CLICdet geometry developed
by CLIC collaboration, with the details about technologies used for each component documented in
Ref. [62]. The only subsystem with significant changes to its design is the Tracking Detector, which is
described in the following.

3.1 Tracking Detector
The tracking detector is assumed to follow the typical design of an all-silicon tracker. The geometry is
shown in Fig. 7. It consists of three sub-detector; the Vertex Detector, Inner and Outer Trackers. All
three are split into a central barrel section and a forward end-cap section. The Vertex Detector is made
from 4 double-layers with a 2mm gap to improve secondary vertex resolution. The forward coverage is
limited by the presence of the tungsten nozzle shield.

The Tracking Detector returns 4-dimensional hit coordinates; the three positional dimensions and
precision timing information. The timing information plays a critical role in reducing the effective hit
density from BIB. Fig. 3 shows the timing distribution expected by particles from BIB. To reject a good
fraction of BIB, accurate timing information is assumed to be available in the tracking detectors. The
spatial and timing resolutions assumed in the detector simulations are summarized in Table 3.

4 Detector Simulation Software
Full simulation of a single µ

+
µ
� collision event involves several stages:

1. generation of all stable particles entering the detector;
2. simulation of their interaction with the passive and sensitive material of the detector;
3. simulation of the detector’s response to these interactions;
4. application of data-processing and object-reconstruction algorithms that would happen in a real

experiment.
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Fig. 7: View of the tracking detector projected on Z�R (left) and transverse plane (right). The transverse
plane view is zoomed into the Vertex Detector to demonstrate the double-layer arrangement.

Table 3: Assumed spatial and time resolution in different sub-systems of the Tracking Detector. There is
no difference between the barrel and end-cap regions.

Vertex Detector Inner Tracker Outer Tracker
Cell type pixels macropixels microstrips
Cell Size 25µm ⇥ 25µm 50µm ⇥ 1mm 50µm ⇥ 10mm
Sensor Thickness 50µm 100µm 100µm
Time Resolution 30ps 60ps 60ps
Spatial Resolution 5µm ⇥ 5µm 7µm⇥ 90µm 7µm ⇥ 90µm

The first stage of generating stable input particles is handled by standalone software, such as
Monte Carlo event generators for the µ

+
µ
� interaction and FLUKA or MARS15 for the BIB particles.

The rest of the simulation process is performed inside the iLCSoft framework [63] previously used by
the CLIC experiment [64] and now forked for developments of Muon Collider studies [65]. Particle
interactions with the detector material are simulated in GEANT4 [55], while detector response and event
reconstruction are handled inside the modular Marlin framework [66]. The detector geometry is defined
using the DD4hep detector description toolkit [67], which provides a consistent interface with both the
GEANT4 and Marlin environments. More detail about the software structure and computational opti-
mization methods used for simulating such a large number of BIB particles is documented in Ref. [68].

4.1 Detector digitization
Response of each sensitive detector to the corresponding energy deposits returned by GEANT4 is simu-
lated by dedicated digitization modules implemented as individual Marlin processors.

The Tracking Detector uses Gaussian smearing to account for the spatial and time resolutions
of local hit coordinates on the sensor surface and the time coordinate. The assumed resolution values
are listed in Table 3. Acceptance time intervals, individually configured for each sub-detector, are used
for replicating the finite readout time windows in the electronics of a real detector and to reject hits
from asynchronous BIB particles. The result of this simplified approach is one-to-one correspondence
between the GEANT4 hits and digitized hits, which ignores the effect of charge distribution across larger
area due to the Lorentz drift and shallow crossing angles with respect to the sensor surface. These effects
are taken into account in the more realistic tracker digitization code that is currently under development
and will allow stronger BIB suppression based on cluster-shape analysis.
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Based on a CLIC detector design 
+ nozzles 

Ultimately needs reoptimization for 
unique µC environment

For actual information, see 
[IMCC 2203.07964]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.07964.pdf
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• w/ 30ps res, vertex detector further 
reduces hit rate by add’l ~50-70% 

• Worst-case hit density ~300 hits/
cm2 → ~OK for pixel detectors! 

• Adding angular info, reduce hit 
density even more 

• CMS’s double-layer HL-LHC 
tracker will provide pointing 
information

IMCC - [2203.07964]

Ally, Carpenter, Holmes, LL, Wagenknecht - [2203.06773]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.07964.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.06773.pdf
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P H Y S I C S  P E R F O R M A N C E

Very respectable muon 
measurements

Despite being full of BIB, this tracker 
can still measure tracks

Jet resolutions to distinguish H 
and Z peaks

Photon efficiencies survive 
BIB contamination

Appears that we could do physics in this 
environment! 

But IFF we can reach detector performance targets! 

∃ promising R&D that suggests this assumed 
detector is feasible
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(Not to scale)
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Need precise position, 
pointing, and timing 

Promising R&D Paths
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4 D  T R A C K E R S
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Fig. 7: View of the tracking detector projected on Z�R (left) and transverse plane (right). The transverse
plane view is zoomed into the Vertex Detector to demonstrate the double-layer arrangement.

Table 3: Assumed spatial and time resolution in different sub-systems of the Tracking Detector. There is
no difference between the barrel and end-cap regions.

Vertex Detector Inner Tracker Outer Tracker
Cell type pixels macropixels microstrips
Cell Size 25µm ⇥ 25µm 50µm ⇥ 1mm 50µm ⇥ 10mm
Sensor Thickness 50µm 100µm 100µm
Time Resolution 30ps 60ps 60ps
Spatial Resolution 5µm ⇥ 5µm 7µm⇥ 90µm 7µm ⇥ 90µm

The first stage of generating stable input particles is handled by standalone software, such as
Monte Carlo event generators for the µ

+
µ
� interaction and FLUKA or MARS15 for the BIB particles.

The rest of the simulation process is performed inside the iLCSoft framework [63] previously used by
the CLIC experiment [64] and now forked for developments of Muon Collider studies [65]. Particle
interactions with the detector material are simulated in GEANT4 [55], while detector response and event
reconstruction are handled inside the modular Marlin framework [66]. The detector geometry is defined
using the DD4hep detector description toolkit [67], which provides a consistent interface with both the
GEANT4 and Marlin environments. More detail about the software structure and computational opti-
mization methods used for simulating such a large number of BIB particles is documented in Ref. [68].

4.1 Detector digitization
Response of each sensitive detector to the corresponding energy deposits returned by GEANT4 is simu-
lated by dedicated digitization modules implemented as individual Marlin processors.

The Tracking Detector uses Gaussian smearing to account for the spatial and time resolutions
of local hit coordinates on the sensor surface and the time coordinate. The assumed resolution values
are listed in Table 3. Acceptance time intervals, individually configured for each sub-detector, are used
for replicating the finite readout time windows in the electronics of a real detector and to reject hits
from asynchronous BIB particles. The result of this simplified approach is one-to-one correspondence
between the GEANT4 hits and digitized hits, which ignores the effect of charge distribution across larger
area due to the Lorentz drift and shallow crossing angles with respect to the sensor surface. These effects
are taken into account in the more realistic tracker digitization code that is currently under development
and will allow stronger BIB suppression based on cluster-shape analysis.
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• R&D efforts crucial, but ∃ 
promising tech, e.g. 

• Advanced hybrid bonding tech 
[3D integration] can give <5 μm 
pitch and low input capacitance 
→ 20-30 ps resolution

with signal/noise large enough to provide 20-30 ps time resolution. It will likely be necessary to use a
design where ADCs and TDC service multiple small pixels to reduce the density of ADCs and TDCs,
thus reducing both the in-pixel density and power.

Fig. 7: a) A typical bump bonded sensor/readout chip geometry. The spacing is determined by the size
of the bump and under-bump metalization pad. b) A hybrid bonded sensor/readout stack with the pitch
limited by the micron-level hybrid metalization imbedded in the top oxide layer. c) An example of a
three-tier hybrid bonded stack with separate analog and digital readout layers [66]. The readout pitch is
24 microns and the readout stack thickness is 35µ

3.1.4 Intelligent Sensors
The different characteristic signals generated by the electromagnetic, neutron, and charged hadron back-
grounds and signal MIPs prompts consideration of more "intelligent" sensors that can separate the BIB
from the signal. An example is the current 2-layer track trigger design for CMS at the LHC where low
pT tracks are filtered out by comparing hits on separated sensor layers. Such multi-layer designs are lim-
ited by the complex interconnection and data transmission paths needed to communicate between sensor
layers. However for a device where the thickness/pixel pitch ratio is large enough the pixel pulse shapes
and cluster patterns will be very different for MIPs and BIB hits. This information can be utilized for a
prompt local filter to reject BIB. Radiation-induced traps will cause the pulse shapes and induced current
patterns to change during the lifetime of the detector, possibly necessitating changes in algorithms.

Appropriate information density be achieved in small pixel devices or double-sided LGADs [61].
In the double sided LGAD fast timing signals are read on a top, larger pitch layer coupled to the gain
layer. Charge deposition patterns and timing are reconstructed on a bottom, pixelated layer. Other
concepts can be explored where the very different pulse shapes and patterns can be used to separate
signal from BIB, perhaps incorporating on-chip ML techniques.

3.2 Power Considerations
This section describes an attempt to estimate the power constraints on the tracker based on extrapolations
of the existing technologies. The study focuses on the vertex detector and assumes a design with 25 µm2

pixels with four barrel layers and four endcap disks on each side, as described earlier in this paper. Con-
ventional scaled CMOS electronics [67] and possible extrapolations of optical-based data transmission
are also assumed. New technologies might change the picture completely.
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Traditional Bump Bonding 

O(10) μm
Stacked bonding 

O(1) μm

IMCC - [2203.07224] 
IMCC - [2203.07964]

https://pos.sissa.it/227/045
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.07224.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2203.07964.pdf
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• Monolithic Active Pixel Sensors (MAPS) 

• On-CMOS charge collection 

• More recent advances in fabrication tech → 
Improved charge collection 

• Fast, cheap, more radiation tolerant, low mass 

• Quickly developing for current and future 
facilities

[Ref 1, Ref 2, Ref 3]

From talk by M Munker

• Resistive Silicon Detectors (RSD) / 
AC-LGADs 

• Multi-pad signals allow for triangulation of 
precise position and time 

• O(1) micron resolution w/ O(100) micron 
pitch 

• 20 ps resolution w/ 25 micron thickness

All of these technologies also viable for other facilities 
(But emphases [e.g. timing] may differ for µC environment)

From talk by N Cartiglia

https://indico.fnal.gov/event/45625/contributions/197112/attachments/134517/166520/MAPS_LOI.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/669866/contributions/3234996/attachments/1767972/2883923/slides_mmunker_pixel2018.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/928957/contributions/3913535/attachments/2069369/3473666/FCCee_Cartiglia.pdf
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(Not to scale)
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Promising R&D Paths



C A L O R I M E T E R S

• Lower granularity and larger integration 
times make calorimeters sensitive to BIB 

• Radial profile shows BIB problem at inner 
radii (first 50 mm of depth) 

• Need longitudinal granularity 

• Long tail in hit time from late BIB neutrons/
photons 

• Timing resolutions 80-100 ps very useful 

• BIB sensitivity from long integration times, 
but assuming it’s diffuse and flat enough to 
be subtracted 

• More detailed studies of this 
assumption ongoing

30

BIB Dominated



• CRILIN: CRYstal calorimeter with 
Longitudinal InformatioN 

• EM calo of lead fluoride crystals 

• Lots of longitudinal information 

• Help separating out BIB with 
information in first few layers 

• Time resolution down to 15 ps 

• Prototype testing well underway 
with testbed studies
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• CMS HGCal 

• Precise measurements of shower 
evolution across 6.5M channels 

• This approach can give detailed 
view of what’s BIB vs not 

• Can already hit 
O(10) ps 
resolutions for 
multi-MIP 
signals

[2206.05838, I. Sarra Talk at IMCC]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2206.05838.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1175126/contributions/5055217/attachments/2527550/4347886/GM2022-CERN.pdf
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• CalVision / IDEA / Dual Readout 

• Improve resolution with combination of 
scintillation and Cherenkov light 

• Very useful since jet EM components 
further complicated by BIB injection 

• At high energies, Cherenkov component 
helps achieve 1% resolutions 

• Timing can potentially give longitudinal 
resolutions of ~2 cm to help identify 
BIB component 

• Lots to learn from the CALICE collaboration 
for high granularity, PFlow-centric detection
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M U O N  D E T E C T O R S

• Lots of emerging detector tech for muon 
detection 

• Current gaseous detectors can’t achieve <1 
ns resolution (without excessive carbon 
emission) → R&D needed! 

• Hybrid Micromegas+Cherenkov reach 25 ps  
PicoSec - [1901.03355] 

• Fast Timing Micropattern (FTM) use 
multiple drift and amplification gaps to 
hopefully achieve < 1 ns 
Oliveira, Maggi, Sharma - [1503.05330] 

• If occupancy low enough: 

• Traditional micromegas could work? 

• Large-scale micromegas being put to the 
test by ATLAS now 

• Scintillating fibers/bars could work?

FIGURE 1: The layout of the PICOSEC MicroMegas detector [3] (left). Sketch of the experimental setup in the
150 GeV muon test beam (right).

hermetic approach at the LHC and future accelerator experiments requires large area coverage, it is only natural to
investigate more economical solutions, such as Micro-Patern Gas and Silicon structures, to o↵er such timing capabil-
ities. However, since the necessary time resolution for pileup mitigation is of the order of 20-30 ps, both technologies
require significant modifications to reach the desired performance. Eventually, there is need for large area detectors,
resistant to radiation damage with ⇠ 10 ps timing capabilities, that will also find applications in various domains
beyond Particle Physics experiments. Photon’s energy/speed measurements and correlations for Cosmology, optical
tracking for charged particles, 4D tracking in the future accelerators etc. In this paper it is reported the performance
of the very successful technology of MicroMegas (MM) detectors, for precise timing purposes. Focus is given to the
test beam calibration runs, data analysis and the physics of this detector.

THE PICOSEC DETECTOR CONCEPT

There is a seminal paper by Sauli [1] that explicitly proves that proportional gaseous detectors, due to the statistics of
the ionization can hardly exceed the ns-level for the time resolution per particle (⇠ 6 ns for typical chamber dimen-
sions). Recently, the RD-51 PICOSEC collaboration developed a detection technique [2] and published work [3, 4]
demonstrating that a special MicroMegas detector can reach a timing resolution better than 25 ps. In this detector
(hereafter PICOSEC-MM) the drift region has been reduced to less than 200 �m in order to practically minimize the
possibility of ionisation in the drift region, whilst the anode region remains at the typical size of MM (128 �m). A
primary particle, before entering the drift region, passes through a 3 mm Cherenkov radiator of MgF2 and the pro-
duced photons generate photoelectrons on a photocathode, placed just below the radiator, in contact with the gas
volume of the drift region, as on Fig. 1 (left). The photocathode has been deposited on a thin film of semitransparent
Cr which is used to provide conductivity to the cathode. The photoelectrons are produced almost synchronously and
start avalanches in the drift region due to the high electric field produced by modest voltage di↵erences (of the order
of ⇠ 400 V). The preamplification avalanche in the drift region is shown schematically in Fig. 1 (left).

Muon Test Beam Results
The PICOSEC -MM detector has been tested extensively at the CERN SPS H4 secondary beamline. The experimental
setup [3], shown in Fig. 1 (right) comprise scintillation counters for triggering, GEM detectors for tracking the muons
of the beam, MCP detectors to provide time reference with a resolution better than 6 ps and the under test PICOSEC-
MM detectors, with COMPASS gas filling (Ne + 10%C2H6 + 10%CF4) at 1 bar. The PICOSEC-MM signal was
amplified by a CIVIDEC amplifier (2 GHz, 40 dB) and the waveform was digitized by a 2.5 GHz oscilloscope at a
rate of 20 GSamples/s (i.e. one sample every 50 ps). A typical pulse of the PICOSEC-MM responding to a muon is
presented in Fig. 2 (left). The very fast component with a rise time of ⇠ 500 ps and a duration of the order of ns
is due to the induction of current on the anode by the fast moving electrons, whilst the slow component due to the
slow moving ions is extended up to several hundreds ns. The collected digitised waveforms were analysed o✏ine.
Standard analysis procedure was applied to determine the beginning of the pulse, the electron peak (hereafter e-peak)
amplitude, the end of the e-peak and the arrival time of the pulse. A crucial point in this analysis was to estimate
accurately the pulse characteristics, especially the arrival time, even if there is a non-negligible noise contribution to

PicoSec

Much of muon system is 
actually pretty quiet!

https://arxiv.org/abs/1901.03355
https://arxiv.org/abs/1503.05330
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• Attacking these problems 

• … with overall detector design 

• … with new detection technologies 

• … with electronics / DAQ design
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R E A D O U T

• Need to consider readout throughputs, especially in face of BIB 

• Occupancy is naturally high at µC 

• Can we read it all out? Or do we need in-situ filtering? 

• Throwing away @ detector level is dangerous, but it might be necessary… 

• Or do we figure out how to read everything out and try to reject BIB fully offline?
Table 4: Comparison of the hit density in the tracking detector between the ATLAS ITk upgrade for
HL-LHC and the MCD with full BIB overlay. The hit densities for layers at equivalent radii are shown.
The MCD numbers are after timing cuts.

ATLAS ITk Layer ITk Hit Density [mm2] MCD Equiv. Hit Density [mm2]
Pixel Layer 0 0.643 3.68
Pixel Layer 1 0.022 0.51
Strips Layer 1 0.003 0.03

Fig. 9: Hit density in the different layers of the tracking detectors in a single event with full BIB overlay.
The density before (blue) and after (yellow) applying the timing cut is shown.

Pile-up hits come from real charged particle tracks originating from multiple vertices in the collision
region. On the other hand, BIB-hits come from a diffuse shower of soft particles originating from the
nozzles. The compatibility of a track with a trajectory originating from the luminous region provides an
important handle for differentiating "real" tracks of charged particles produced in the primary collision
and "fake" tracks generated from random combinations of BIB-hits.

The remainder of this section describes three approaches that were studied for track reconstruc-
tion at the MCD. The first two use the Conformal Tracking (CT) algorithm developed for the clean
environment of the electron-positron colliders [71]. However in the presence of BIB, the CT algorithm
takes weeks to reconstruct a single event and is impractical for large-scale production of simulated data.
To ease the computational effort, the input hits are first reduced by either defining a Region of Interest
(Section 5.1) or by exploiting the double-layered Vertex Detector to select only hit pairs pointing to the
collision region (section 5.2). The third approach (Section 5.3) uses the Combinatorial Kalman Filter
(CKF) [72–74] algorithm developed for the busy environment of hadron colliders. It can perform track
reconstruction in a reasonable time without requiring any additional filtering of input hits.

It should be noted that the CT and CKF algorithms have very different software implementations
that are responsible for much of the difference in their performance. The CKF algorithm is implemented
using the A Common Tracking Software (ACTS) [75] library that is heavily optimized for efficient com-
puting. The same is not true for the CT algorithm implemented directly in iLCSoft with less emphasis
on computational efficiency. It is possible that part of the computational improvements come from code
quality alone. For example, the ACTS Kalman Filter implementation is a factor 200 faster than the de-
fault iLCSoft implementation given the same inputs. This demonstrates the advantage of an experiment-

14

w/ Time Window [-3σ,+5σ]

Order of mag larger hit density than ATLAS ITK 
HL-LHC will use up to 60% of ITK’s 5 Gbps links 

→ Would need faster Tx lines at µC
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• Projected link technology can handle 
this but… 

• Larger links require more power 

• With power comes heat 

• In high radiation environment, 
material budget might be more 
critical 

• BIB-induced activity compounds 
problem in µC-specific way…

H E AT

C O O L I N G

M AT E R I A L

P E R F O R M A N C E  
R E D U C T I O N
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P O W E R  C O N S U M P T I O N

• Estimates from S Jindariani for vertex detector give power 
consumption of ~200 mW/cm² 

• Assumes precision timing info for 100-channel groups 

• With 2x safety factor, look for low-mass cooling solutions to 
remove ~400 mW/cm²

2x [160 (FE) + 30 (Tx)] mW/cm² 

≈ 400 mW/cm² 

https://agenda.infn.it/event/34600/contributions/190714/attachments/101848/142031/MuC_OccupancyLLP_Feb2023.pdf
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CO2 Systems
✅ Thermal Performance 
❌ Too much material needed…

Air Cooling
❌ ILC: Handles up to 100 mW/cm² 
✅ Great for material budget

Need 400 mW/cm² cooling with minimal material

Power Pulsing
CLIC/ILC: Cooling achieved by turning 
off detector between collision periods 

✅ Minimal material! 
❌ Have huge O(10) ms gap between 
trains. A µC wouldn’t have this luxury.

Gaseous Helium Systems
Bathe detectors in He gas flow 

✅ Performance up to 400 mW/cm² 
✅ No cooling pipes! 

Promising avenue forward!

[2301.13813]

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.13813.pdf
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Or another cooling solution yet to be developed 

Or new lower-power front-ends/transceivers 
 

Same epilogue question for all of these topics: 
Is there a not-yet developed 

R&D breakthrough on the horizon? 
 

Not a solved problem! The physics reach of a µC 
gives excellent motivation for detector and 

electronics communities to push the limit of our 
capabilities.



Take-away:

• Physics reach of a multi-TeV muon collider 
relies on (among other things) successful 
detector R&D program today 

• Numerous challenges in shielding, detector 
design, detection tech, electronics, services 

• ∃ promising tech and lots of preliminary 
work (US and abroad), but only scratch surface.



Take-away: Thanks for your 
attention!

LL is supported by the Department of Energy, Office of 
Science, under Grant No. DE-SC0023321.

• Next few years needs everything from 

• Small feasibility studies 

• To inventing new technologies 

• Will require serious effort and creativity 

• Many synergies with future ee and hh 
programs, and also many µC-specific needs 

• Strong connection with CERN’s IMCC 

• Challenges not insurmountable, but require 
new instrumentation R&D efforts today



Backup
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Table 4: Comparison of the hit density in the tracking detector between the ATLAS ITk upgrade for
HL-LHC and the MCD with full BIB overlay. The hit densities for layers at equivalent radii are shown.
The MCD numbers are after timing cuts.

ATLAS ITk Layer ITk Hit Density [mm2] MCD Equiv. Hit Density [mm2]
Pixel Layer 0 0.643 3.68
Pixel Layer 1 0.022 0.51
Strips Layer 1 0.003 0.03

Fig. 9: Hit density in the different layers of the tracking detectors in a single event with full BIB overlay.
The density before (blue) and after (yellow) applying the timing cut is shown.

Pile-up hits come from real charged particle tracks originating from multiple vertices in the collision
region. On the other hand, BIB-hits come from a diffuse shower of soft particles originating from the
nozzles. The compatibility of a track with a trajectory originating from the luminous region provides an
important handle for differentiating "real" tracks of charged particles produced in the primary collision
and "fake" tracks generated from random combinations of BIB-hits.

The remainder of this section describes three approaches that were studied for track reconstruc-
tion at the MCD. The first two use the Conformal Tracking (CT) algorithm developed for the clean
environment of the electron-positron colliders [71]. However in the presence of BIB, the CT algorithm
takes weeks to reconstruct a single event and is impractical for large-scale production of simulated data.
To ease the computational effort, the input hits are first reduced by either defining a Region of Interest
(Section 5.1) or by exploiting the double-layered Vertex Detector to select only hit pairs pointing to the
collision region (section 5.2). The third approach (Section 5.3) uses the Combinatorial Kalman Filter
(CKF) [72–74] algorithm developed for the busy environment of hadron colliders. It can perform track
reconstruction in a reasonable time without requiring any additional filtering of input hits.

It should be noted that the CT and CKF algorithms have very different software implementations
that are responsible for much of the difference in their performance. The CKF algorithm is implemented
using the A Common Tracking Software (ACTS) [75] library that is heavily optimized for efficient com-
puting. The same is not true for the CT algorithm implemented directly in iLCSoft with less emphasis
on computational efficiency. It is possible that part of the computational improvements come from code
quality alone. For example, the ACTS Kalman Filter implementation is a factor 200 faster than the de-
fault iLCSoft implementation given the same inputs. This demonstrates the advantage of an experiment-
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Fig. 2: Illustration of the full detector, from the GEANT 4 model. Different colours represent different
sub-detector systems: the innermost region, highlighted in the yellow shade, represents the tracking de-
tectors. The green and red elements represent the calorimeter system, while the blue outermost shell
represents the magnet return yoke instrumented with muon chambers. The space between the calorime-
ters and the return yoke is occupied by a 3.57 T solenoid magnet.

Fig. 3: Map of the 1-MeV-neq fluence in the detector region for a muon collider operating at
p
s =

1.5 TeV with the parameters reported in Table 1, shown as a function of the position along the beam
axis and the radius. The map is normalised to one year of operation (200 days/year) for a 2.5 km
circumference ring with 5 Hz injection frequency.
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Fig. 8: Hit occupancy in the calorimeter barrels (left) and endcaps (right) in a single bunch-crossing atp
s = 1.5 TeV.

Fig. 9: Energy deposited by the BIB in a single bunch-crossing at
p
s = 1.5 TeV, in ECAL (left) and in

HCAL (right).

BIB, while keeping good physics performance. Several requirements can be inferred:

– High granularity to reduce the overlap of BIB particles in the same calorimeter cell. The overlap
can produce hits with an energy similar to the signal, making harder to distinguish it from the BIB;

– Good timing to reduce the out-of-time component of the BIB. An acquisition time window of
about �t = 300 ps could be applied to remove most of the BIB, while preserving most of the
signal. This means that a time resolution in the order of �t = 100 ps (from �t ⇡ 3�t) should be
achieved;

– Longitudinal segmentation: the energy profile in the longitudinal direction is different between
the signal and the BIB, hence a segmentation of the calorimeter can help in distinguishing the
signal showers from the fake showers produces by the BIB;

– Good energy resolution of 10%p
E

in the ECAL system is expected to be enough to obtain good
physics performance, as has been already demonstrated for conceptual particle flow calorimeters.

The requirements imposed by the need to house the calorimeter systems within a large magnetic
coil tend to disfavour designs fully based on homogeneous calorimetry. Sampling calorimeters based
on alternating dense passive materials, such as copper, steel, or tungsten, and active readout materials,
such as plastic scintillators, silicon, or gaseous detectors are likely to be employed, at least in the HCAL.
Two major approaches are being pursued to exploit sampling calorimeters and improve upon the cur-
rent generation of collider experiments: multi-readout (dual or triple) [71–73] and particle flow [74]
calorimetry. The first approach focuses on reducing the fluctuations in the hadronic shower reconstruc-
tion, which are the main responsible for the deterioration in the determination of the jet energy. This goal
is achieved by measuring independently the electromagnetic and the non-electromagnetic components of
a hadronic shower, thus allowing to correct event-by-event for the different response of the calorimeter

11
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Table 2: Boundary dimensions of individual subsystems of the Muon Collider Detector concept as de-
fined in the geometry MuColl_v1.

Subsystem Region R dimensions [cm] |Z| dimensions [cm] Material
Vertex Detector Barrel 3.0� 10.4 65.0 Si

Endcap 2.5� 11.2 8.0� 28.2 Si
Inner Tracker Barrel 12.7� 55.4 48.2� 69.2 Si

Endcap 40.5� 55.5 52.4� 219.0 Si
Outer Tracker Barrel 81.9� 148.6 124.9 Si

Endcap 61.8� 143.0 131.0� 219.0 Si
ECAL Barrel 150.0� 170.2 221.0 W + Si

Endcap 31.0� 170.0 230.7� 250.9 W + Si
HCAL Barrel 174.0� 333.0 221.0 Fe + PS

Endcap 307.0� 324.6 235.4� 412.9 Fe + PS
Solenoid Barrel 348.3� 429.0 412.9 Al

Muon Detector Barrel 446.1� 645.0 417.9 Fe + RPC
Endcap 57.5� 645.0 417.9� 563.8 Fe + RPC

outside of the Tracking Detector and provide measurements of electromagnetic and hadronic showers
respectively, with fine longitudinal segmentation: 40 layers in ECAL and 60 layers in HCAL. Outside of
the superconducting solenoid is the Muon Detector based on RPC technology with its iron yoke closing
the magnetic field. It is worth noting that accurate timing information from all sub-systems is an essential
component of the detector, as it allows rejecting a large fraction of BIB.

The design of the MuColl_v1 detector is largely based on the CLICdet geometry developed
by CLIC collaboration, with the details about technologies used for each component documented in
Ref. [62]. The only subsystem with significant changes to its design is the Tracking Detector, which is
described in the following.

3.1 Tracking Detector
The tracking detector is assumed to follow the typical design of an all-silicon tracker. The geometry is
shown in Fig. 7. It consists of three sub-detector; the Vertex Detector, Inner and Outer Trackers. All
three are split into a central barrel section and a forward end-cap section. The Vertex Detector is made
from 4 double-layers with a 2mm gap to improve secondary vertex resolution. The forward coverage is
limited by the presence of the tungsten nozzle shield.

The Tracking Detector returns 4-dimensional hit coordinates; the three positional dimensions and
precision timing information. The timing information plays a critical role in reducing the effective hit
density from BIB. Fig. 3 shows the timing distribution expected by particles from BIB. To reject a good
fraction of BIB, accurate timing information is assumed to be available in the tracking detectors. The
spatial and timing resolutions assumed in the detector simulations are summarized in Table 3.

4 Detector Simulation Software
Full simulation of a single µ

+
µ
� collision event involves several stages:

1. generation of all stable particles entering the detector;
2. simulation of their interaction with the passive and sensitive material of the detector;
3. simulation of the detector’s response to these interactions;
4. application of data-processing and object-reconstruction algorithms that would happen in a real

experiment.

11
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July 3, 2020Muon Collider Collaboration Meeting

7

Study of Detector Response at ! =1.5 TeV

The simulation/reconstruction tools supports 
signal + beam-induced background merging 

INFN Muon Collider Meeting - June 3, 2020M. Casarsa 4

Detector overview

muon 
chambers

hadronic
calorimeter

electromagnetic
calorimeter

superconducting
solenoid (4T)

tracking system

shielding nozzles
(tungsten + borated 

polyethylene cladding) 

CLIC Detector adopted with modifications for 
muon collider needs.
Detector optimization is one of the future goal.
Vertex Detector (VXD)
§ 4 double-sensor barrel layers 25x25µm2

§ 4+4 double-sensor disks       ’’
Inner Tracker (IT)
§ 3 barrel layers 50x50µm2

§ 7+7 disks          ’’
Outer Tracker(OT)
§ 3 barrel layers 50x50µm2

§ 4+4 disks        ’’
Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL)
§ 40 layers W absorber and silicon pad sensors, 

5x5 mm2 

Hadron Calorimeter (HCAL)
§ 60 layers steel absorber & plastic scintillating tiles, 

30x30 mm2Lifted from Donatella Lucchesi 
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BIB⨉0.03

Collision 
Hits

GEANT Hits in Vertex Detector



C A L O R I M E T E R S

• BIB will have large effect on jet 
measurements 

• Dijet mass resolution very 
dependent on small energy 
depositions 

• Nonetheless, with assumed resolutions 
80-100 ps: 

• Enough handles to separate H→bb 
and Z→bb
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signal hits and reject BIB hits,
– fake jet removal: the fake jet removal applied in this study has an impact in reducing the jet

efficiency in the forward region. Moreover this issue is highly dependent from the calorimeter
thresholds. A fake removal tool based on machine learning and with jet sub-structure observables
as input should be developed to solve this task.
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Fig. 28: Left: H ! bb̄ dijet invariant mass, reconstructed without the presence of the BIB and with 2
MeV and 200 KeV calorimeter hit energy thresholds. Right: H ! bb̄ dijet invariant mass reconstructed
with 2 MeV and 1 MeV thresholds. Distributions are normalized to the same area.

Muon Collider
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b-jets

BIB

calorimeter hit distance from interaction point [mm]

Fig. 29: Distribution of the ECAL barrel hits distance from the interaction point (weighted for the hit
energy), for both b-jets and BIB. Both distributions are normalized to the same area.

6.8 Heavy-flavor jet identification
The b-jet identification algorithm described in this section relies on the reconstruction of the secondary
vertices inside the jet cones, that are compatible with the decay of the heavy-flavour hadron.

For the secondary vertices reconstruction, tracks are reconstructed with the Conformal Tracking
algorithm described in Section 5.1, where the region of interests are defined by cones with �R = 0.7
around the jet axes. In order to reduce the computational time, the Double Layer filter (see Section 5.2)
is applied to reduce the number of hits due to BIB. The effect of this filter on the secondary vertex
reconstruction is then corrected to obtain the efficiency prior to its application, as will be explained in
Section 6.8.2.
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Fig. 26: Left: Jet reconstruction efficiency (left) and jet pT resolution (right) as a function jet pT for
b-jets, c-jets and light jets in the central region |⌘| < 1.5. It has been checked that differences between
the jet flavours are mainly due to different jet ⌘ distributions in the three samples.
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Fig. 27: Dijet invariant mass distributions for H ! bb̄ (top left) and Z ! bb̄ (top right) are shown.
Distributions are normalized to the same area, and are fitted with double gaussian functions. The shapes
are compared is the bottom plot.

major limitation in the jet performance as can be seen in Fig. 28 (left), where the H ! bb̄ dijet
invariant mass, reconstructed without the presence of the BIB, is compared between 2 MeV and
200 KeV thresholds. However reducing this threshold is not an easy task, given the large number
of calorimeter hits selected from the BIB that contaminate the jet reconstruction. This is shown
in Fig. 28 (right), where can be clearly seen that the performance at 1 MeV threshold is degraded
with respect to 2 MeV. To tackle this problem an optimized algorithm should be developed: as
an example thresholds that depend on the sensor depth could by applied, since the longitudinal
energy distribution released by the BIB is different from the signal jets as shown in Fig. 29 (right).
A generalization of this idea could be the application of a multivariate-algorithm trained to select
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• Compare to hit densities expected for ATLAS ITk for HL-LHC 

• Order of magnitude larger hit densities 

• Corresponds to channel occupancy of 1% (Muon Collider Detector) vs 1/1000 (ITk) 
[ATL-ITK-PUB-2022-001] 

• Even with on-detector time-based BIB rejection, need significant readout advances 

• n.b. ATLAS ITk would not be able to handle 10x extra rate in its links 

• (HL-LHC rates use up to 60% of 5 Gbps capacity)

Table 4: Comparison of the hit density in the tracking detector between the ATLAS ITk upgrade for
HL-LHC and the MCD with full BIB overlay. The hit densities for layers at equivalent radii are shown.
The MCD numbers are after timing cuts.

ATLAS ITk Layer ITk Hit Density [mm2] MCD Equiv. Hit Density [mm2]
Pixel Layer 0 0.643 3.68
Pixel Layer 1 0.022 0.51
Strips Layer 1 0.003 0.03

Fig. 9: Hit density in the different layers of the tracking detectors in a single event with full BIB overlay.
The density before (blue) and after (yellow) applying the timing cut is shown.

Pile-up hits come from real charged particle tracks originating from multiple vertices in the collision
region. On the other hand, BIB-hits come from a diffuse shower of soft particles originating from the
nozzles. The compatibility of a track with a trajectory originating from the luminous region provides an
important handle for differentiating "real" tracks of charged particles produced in the primary collision
and "fake" tracks generated from random combinations of BIB-hits.

The remainder of this section describes three approaches that were studied for track reconstruc-
tion at the MCD. The first two use the Conformal Tracking (CT) algorithm developed for the clean
environment of the electron-positron colliders [71]. However in the presence of BIB, the CT algorithm
takes weeks to reconstruct a single event and is impractical for large-scale production of simulated data.
To ease the computational effort, the input hits are first reduced by either defining a Region of Interest
(Section 5.1) or by exploiting the double-layered Vertex Detector to select only hit pairs pointing to the
collision region (section 5.2). The third approach (Section 5.3) uses the Combinatorial Kalman Filter
(CKF) [72–74] algorithm developed for the busy environment of hadron colliders. It can perform track
reconstruction in a reasonable time without requiring any additional filtering of input hits.

It should be noted that the CT and CKF algorithms have very different software implementations
that are responsible for much of the difference in their performance. The CKF algorithm is implemented
using the A Common Tracking Software (ACTS) [75] library that is heavily optimized for efficient com-
puting. The same is not true for the CT algorithm implemented directly in iLCSoft with less emphasis
on computational efficiency. It is possible that part of the computational improvements come from code
quality alone. For example, the ACTS Kalman Filter implementation is a factor 200 faster than the de-
fault iLCSoft implementation given the same inputs. This demonstrates the advantage of an experiment-

14

w/ Time Window [-3σ,+5σ]

R E A D O U T  L I N K S

Fig. 7: View of the tracking detector projected on Z�R (left) and transverse plane (right). The transverse
plane view is zoomed into the Vertex Detector to demonstrate the double-layer arrangement.

Table 3: Assumed spatial and time resolution in different sub-systems of the Tracking Detector. There is
no difference between the barrel and end-cap regions.

Vertex Detector Inner Tracker Outer Tracker
Cell type pixels macropixels microstrips
Cell Size 25µm ⇥ 25µm 50µm ⇥ 1mm 50µm ⇥ 10mm
Sensor Thickness 50µm 100µm 100µm
Time Resolution 30ps 60ps 60ps
Spatial Resolution 5µm ⇥ 5µm 7µm⇥ 90µm 7µm ⇥ 90µm

The first stage of generating stable input particles is handled by standalone software, such as
Monte Carlo event generators for the µ

+
µ
� interaction and FLUKA or MARS15 for the BIB particles.

The rest of the simulation process is performed inside the iLCSoft framework [63] previously used by
the CLIC experiment [64] and now forked for developments of Muon Collider studies [65]. Particle
interactions with the detector material are simulated in GEANT4 [55], while detector response and event
reconstruction are handled inside the modular Marlin framework [66]. The detector geometry is defined
using the DD4hep detector description toolkit [67], which provides a consistent interface with both the
GEANT4 and Marlin environments. More detail about the software structure and computational opti-
mization methods used for simulating such a large number of BIB particles is documented in Ref. [68].

4.1 Detector digitization
Response of each sensitive detector to the corresponding energy deposits returned by GEANT4 is simu-
lated by dedicated digitization modules implemented as individual Marlin processors.

The Tracking Detector uses Gaussian smearing to account for the spatial and time resolutions
of local hit coordinates on the sensor surface and the time coordinate. The assumed resolution values
are listed in Table 3. Acceptance time intervals, individually configured for each sub-detector, are used
for replicating the finite readout time windows in the electronics of a real detector and to reject hits
from asynchronous BIB particles. The result of this simplified approach is one-to-one correspondence
between the GEANT4 hits and digitized hits, which ignores the effect of charge distribution across larger
area due to the Lorentz drift and shallow crossing angles with respect to the sensor surface. These effects
are taken into account in the more realistic tracker digitization code that is currently under development
and will allow stronger BIB suppression based on cluster-shape analysis.
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G A S E O U S  H E L I U M  C O O L I N G

[2301.13813]

Bathe detector in Helium gas 
Already explored with Mu3e pixels

https://arxiv.org/pdf/2301.13813.pdf
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• Details of the on-detector BIB mitigation / thresholds matter!


